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Research Question

How can typography reinforce the 
understanding of a text and amplify 
the authorial voice within it?



Research Question

Using recipe books as source material, 
this project will examine the ways that 
typography can be used to make a text 
comprehensible to the reader and how 
typography can be used to amplify the 
presence of the authorial voice.



Research Question

Further questions:

What is the best typographic solution for 
presenting recipes? 

What are the ways that the authorial voice 
can be presented through typography?

What would an ‘ideal’ recipe book look like?

How do form and content work together in 
a recipe book? 



Research Question / Aims and Objectives

To better understand the use of 
graphic design within the wider field 
of book design.

To examine the relationship between 
language, text, typography and image.

To develop an understanding of the 
nuances of typography, particularly 
typographic hierarchy and the extent 
to which the reader can be controlled, 
directed or manipulated by these 
interventions.

 



Research Question / Audience

Visually-literate readers: publishers, 
typographers and designers. And cooks!

This project will use my initial research into 
the relationship between language, text 
and typography to survey the typography 
of recipe/cookery books but will also be a 
platform for thinking about graphic design 
in the wider sphere of book design.

 



Research Question / Context

Area of study:
The Visible Word: 
Text, type and language studies.

Book design: Typographic hieararchy; 
narrative; text and image; sequence.

Information design.



Research Question / Context

Oxford English Dictionary definition
of recipe:

1. Med. A formula for a medical 
prescription; a prescription, or the remedy 
prepared in accordance with this.

2. A statement of the ingredients and 
procedure necessary for the making or 
compounding of some preparation, esp. 
of a dish in cookery; a receipt. Also fig.

3. transf. A means (actual or suggested) 
for attaining or effecting some end.

4. Comb., as recipe-book, a book 
containing recipes, a cookery-book;
also fig.



Research Question / Context

The recipe/cook book exists 
on many different levels: 

•	 as lists of recipes 

•	 as historical document 

•	 as reflections on food 

•	 as distillation of lifestyle 

•	 as propaganda 

•	 as autobiography 



Research Question / Context

(Some) types of recipe / cookbooks:

•	 professional cookbooks (Le Guide 
Culinaire)

•	 kitchen bibles (Delia Smith’s Complete 
Cookery Course)

 
•	 linked to restaurants (Casa Moro) 

•	 linked to television/newspapers (Jamie 
Oliver, Nigella Lawson and Nigel Slater)

•	 ethnic or international cook books (The 
Silver Spoon and Madhur Jaffrey)

•	 single ingredient, technique or type of 
dish (The River Cottage Fish Book) 



Research Question / Context

Recipes generally consist of:

•	 a list of ingredients 

•	 (sometimes) a list of equipment
 
•	 a set of oven temperatures 

•	 cooking times

•	 preparation times 

•	 a set of instructions (method) 



Elizabeth David South Wind from the Kitchen (1997)
Uncredited designer, original illustrations by John Minton 

Research Question / Context



Sybil Kapoor Simply British (1998)
Uncredited designer, original illustrations by John Spencer 

Research Question / Context



Nigel Slater Real Cooking (1997)
Uncredited designer, photographs by Georgia Glynn Smith 

Research Question / Context



Sam & Sam Smith Casa Moro (2004)
Designed by Caz Hildebrand, various photographers 

Research Question / Context



Bill Granger Sydney Food (2000)
Designed by Vanessa Holden, various photographers 

Research Question / Context



Prue Leith Parkinson’s Pie (1974)
Uncredited designer, various photographers

Research Question / Context



Unit 2.3 Design and Rhetoric work:

Language: speech, writing and type.

Research Question / Context



Research Question / Context



Research Question / Context



Research Question / Context



Selected reading:

Selected essays from Looking Closer 1 and 5 
edited by Bierut, Drenttel and Heller

Left to Right by David Crow

Visible Signs by David Crow

Selected essays from Texts on Type edited by 
Heller and Meggs.

Detail in Typography by Jost Hochuli

A Type Primer by John Kane

On Typographic Signification by Gerard Mermoz

Orality and Literacy by Walter Ong

Typographie by Emil Ruder

Typography Today by Helmut Schmid

Research Question / Context

 



Research Question / Context

Resources:

The British Library’s ‘Books for Cooks’ 
website is a useful resource for the 
history of cookbooks.

The Wellcome Library has a collection 
of 17th century and earlier manuscripts 
of receipt (recipe) books. 

Books for Cooks is a cookbook shop in 
Notting Hill.



Action Plan

Preliminary Research:

Research typographic hierarchies within early and 
mid-Modernism, in particular, the work of Josef 
Müller-Brockmann, Emil Ruder and Armin Hofmann.

Look at typography by Cranbrook School of Design, 
Wolfgang Weingart, Rudy van der Lans, Catherine 
McCoy and April Greiman.

Look at work by contemporary recipe book designers.

Research the history of recipe/cookbooks.

Research into libraries that have collections of 
cookery books.

Begin to compile list of recipe books for visual audit.



Action Plan

Intermediary Research / Activities:

Visit British Library (and others?) to view collection 
of cookbooks.

Visit Wellcome collection library to look at receipt/
recipe books.

Visit ‘Books for Cooks’ in Notting Hill.

Decide on scope of sample study of cook books. 

Visual audit of cookbooks: 

Analyse typography of recipes in source material.

Begin to make visual tests based on these findings.

Further reading as necessary.

Interviews with cook book designers/publishers?



Action Plan

Final Research / Activities:

Test ideas for visual experiments amongst peer group/
tutors etc.

Begin designing and compiling visual audit of source 
material.

Refine visual experiments and think about final output. 

Test ideas for final output amongst peer group/tutors.

Development of final output.

Evaluate ideas/output with peer group/tutor/design 
professionals.

Begin compiling and designing Report.

Finish designing all elements for hand-in: Report, 
Outcome, supporting material etc.

All work to printers.



Action Plan / Evaluation

Work will be evaluated amongst my peer 
group, with tutors and staff at LCC, with 
design professionals and possibly with 
designers and publishers of cook books.

Work will also be evaluated through 
critical reflection.

Recipe cards can be used in the field with 
testers (amateur cooks) offering feedback.

Questionnaire to establish how cooks use 
recipe books.



Action Plan / Output

The project will concentrate on book 
typography in the particular context 
of recipe books. It will examine how 
typography is used to create hierarchy 
and direct and control the reader in lists 
of ingredients and instructions (recipes). 

A possible output will be a distillation 
of my research: a manual of the ‘ideal’ 
format for recipes that simplifies or helps 
the cooking experience.

This project will look at how typography is 
used in cookbooks to establish the voice 
of the author. The output of this will be 
a visual audit that unpicks the graphic 
language of cookbooks as a blueprint for 
all kinds of book design.





Action Plan / Schedule of Work

Ongoing/already started:

Research typographic hierarchies within early and 
mid-Modernism, in particular, the work of Josef 
Müller-Brockmann, Emil Ruder and Armin Hofmann.

Look at typography by Cranbrook School of Design, 
Wolfgang Weingart, Rudy van der Lans, Catherine 
McCoy and April Greiman.

Look at work by contemporary recipe book designers.

Continue to develop a series of posters that reflect on 
and illustrate the relationship between language, text 
and typography.



Action Plan / Schedule of Work

January:

Finish Unit 2.3

Research the history of recipe/cookbooks.

Research into libraries that have collections of 
cookery books.

Start to compile notes for MP Report and set 
up Research Blog.

Begin to compile list of recipe books for visual audit.

February:

Visit British Library (and others?) to view collection 
of cookbooks.

Visit Wellcome collection library to look at receipt/
recipe books.

Visit ‘Books for Cooks’ in Notting Hill.

Decide on scope of sample study of cook books. 

Visual audit of cookbooks: 
Concentrating on typography, in particular how it used 
to create hierarchy within lists of ingredients and 
instructions but also looking at how graphic language 
is used to make visible the author’s voice.



Action Plan / Schedule of Work

April/May:

Analyse typography of recipes in source material.

Begin to make visual tests based on these findings.

Further reading as necessary.

Interviews with cook book designers/publishers?

June:

Test ideas for visual experiments amongst peer group/
tutors etc.

Begin designing and compiling visual audit of source 
material.



Action Plan / Schedule of Work

July:

Refine visual experiments and think about final output. 

Possible output might be a distillation of my research: 
an ‘ideal’ recipe book that makes the recipes 
understandable to the reader and that attempts to make 
more explicit the authorial voice.

Test ideas for final output amongst peer group/tutors.

August:

Development of final output.

Evaluate ideas/output with peer group/tutor/design 
professionals.

Begin compiling and designing Report.



Action Plan / Schedule of Work

September:

Finish designing all elements for hand-in: Report, 
Outcome, supporting material etc.

October:

All work to printers.


